






As we celebrate 20 years
since the formation of the
studio, we wanted to pause
and take a look back at
two decades of work, laughs,
tears, and paying the bills.
Digging in the archives turned up some
true milestones, embarrassing photography,
and projects we completely forgot about.
A random selection of these follow.
The common thread is a love of design,
an attention to detail, and an appreciation
for the art of typography.



We don’t really like to toot our own horn,
so we asked a few clients and associates,
each of whom has played a role in our success,
for their thoughts. They were very kind.

We hope this book pleases the eye, entertains
and inspires. Perhaps even inspires some new
clients to pick up the phone and give us a call.

For all the support and encouragement which
has fueled our drive, sense of humor, and ability
to stay creative, we would like to thank our
families, friends, coworkers, teachers and
mentors, starting with these two gentlemen...



FATHERS&MENTORS
TD: Hey Al, what’s your favorite typeface?

Al Quattrocchi, Sr.: After forty years as a typographer, these

are some of my thoughts on typefaces. As a typesetter in

New York City and Los Angeles, I had the good fortune to work

with the top ad agencies in the country. The art directors and

designers decided on the typefaces to be used. It was our job

to set the type typographically correct, which entails more

than spelling the words correctly.

Good copy, art direction and design are essential in creating

a good ad. The typefaces that works with the ad being created

are also essential. When all these components come together

you have the making of a good ad.

Being traditional, I go back to the old standards. In setting

text I always liked the Futura family of typefaces. I like using

the Franklin Gothic family for subheads. Both families have lots

of weights to choose from, so you can mix and match to your

preference. I am also fond of Liteline Gothic to be used for text.

Headline faces are so numerous it’s hard for me to make

a choice. However I do prefer san serif faces over serif faces

for headlines.

What is the best typeface ever? Now that’s easy. It’s the

one that works with the ad being created. Good type will

enhance a good ad.

Al Q. Sr. served his apprenticeship at the New York School

of Printing. He worked at Kings Typo, The Comp Shop and

City Typo in NYC. He was acting foreman at Andresen

Typographics in Los Angeles from 1976 to 1990.



TD: Hey, David - what’s your problem?

David Smith: Well, since you asked... What’s up with

designers these days? I remember when we’d actually have

to DRAW! Pencil and paper, really! We’d do layouts, sketches,

overlays ’til we were blue — Don’t interrupt me, Jeff — I’m

on a roll here. What! You say you can do all that on a dang

computer? And easier? And faster? Make changes with a

click? Maybe I retired too soon.

The years I was a graphic designer (1960-2000), most

of that time before computer design programs became so

useful, illustrations were used a lot to tell a simple, effective

story. Now, I think, it’s a little more tricky, with so many

fantastic options literally at your fingertips. The challenge

for graphic designers today is to not use too many of them

at one time.

Pick a message and layout that tells the story and sells

the viewer. Designing ads, logos, brochures is like painting

a watercolor. Know when to leave it alone. Tornado Design

seems to have these abilities. A reason they are so popular

with their clients. Or, it could just be good genes.

Congratulations Jeff & Al Q.

David Smith attended Art Center in Los Angeles, (attended

means he didn’t graduate). After several years with two large

corporations, he founded his own graphic design company,

David Smith Design & Advertising, in Los Gatos, California –

where he had a wide variety of clients. Now retired, he plays

tennis, golf and paints.

THEY BROUGHT US INTO THE WORLD
AND SHOWED US THE WAY.





YEARS
1992 2012
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VENICE FAMILY CLINIC

IN FOCUS POSTER
One of our very first projects as Tornado Design. Our friend Max’s

vintage camera collection inspired the design for this poster for a

photography exhibition in conjunction with The Venice Art Walk. 

All proceeds benefited the Venice Family Clinic, providing eye care 

for homeless and low-income families.
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“I first partnered with Tornado Design 
when we worked on a periodic newsletter
exclusively for very special friends of the 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 
which debuted during the museum’s 25th
Anniversary year. Designed to complement
the monthly Member’s Calendar magazine,
Inside LACMA provided an inside perspective
on museum activities and gave recognition
to some of the members and donors whose
generosity supported LACMA’s ongoing
success. Distribution was to the museum’s
most prominent and discerning supporters,
so the look and feel of the piece had to be
just right… and it was!

Never since has producing a newsletter 
been such a fun project. Fresh, creative,
insightful, on time and on budget — working
with Tornado Design is sweet, indeed!

Congratulations, Jeff and Al, on Tornado’s
first 20 years!”
–Jan Saiget, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center





“I wanted them to be neon artists. 
But NO-O-O-O!!!
They wanted to shine as 
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS.

And you have. Congrats on your 20th.
Thank you for your award-winning work for the Museum of Neon Art.”
–Lili Lakich, Neon Artist & Founding Director, Museum of Neon Art, Author



“Jeff Smith and Al Quattrocchi are 
the Simon & Garfunkel of design. 
One’s got funny hair. One’s got no hair. 
They make sweet design harmony 
with visual hooks you can’t forget. 
Oh, and even better, they get along 
A LOT better than ol’ Paul & Art.”
- Shawn Amos, Freshwire





PERFORMING TREE

HALLOWEEN
ATTHE HANGAR
INVITATION
Performing Tree is a nonprofit organization that educates

children through a variety of arts experiences. This invitation 

to their annual Halloween fundraiser held at the Santa Monica

Airport combines the whimsical art of Mexican artist José

Guadalupe Posada with symbols of aviation. Spooky stuff.
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THETIMES 
THEYARE 
A-CHANGIN’.
We’ve been doing this so long, we’ve seen a lot of things 

come and go, including waxers, lucys, stat machines,  

paste-up tools, press type, stripping (not what you think),

Syquest drives, type houses, and even other design studios. 

We’re proud to still be forging ahead, building on our past,

and looking towards the future.
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UCLA ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 

UCLA  
BASKETBALL
POSTER
This poster promoting the ‘94 - ‘95 season features many 

of the great players in the 75-year history of UCLA’s

distinguished basketball program. The Bruins capped a

strong season by winning the men’s national championship,

once again.





We’re Putting Together

The Best Threesome

Since These Guys

RoamedThe Infield.

“T
 E 

 C
!”

The phrase recalls three men forever linked through time

who together defined how to turn the double play.

Now that A
 P

, D
E and

A
 C are all coming together in one location, we’re bringing

the same sense of teamwork, dedication and excellence to

the world of printing that these gents brought to the game of baseball.

A
 C also fields Major League graphic teams at our shops in

Santa Monica, San Francisco, Santa Ana, Phoenix and Tucson.

We never drop a ball. Give us a call. We’d love to tell you about our new

capabilities and show you how, together, we can make  
 .


-

-

 
--



Unifying Traditions of Pride and Precision with Today’s Technology.

Design: Tornado Design Copy/Research: Alan Truax

 
 



 



 . 





“Al and Jeff are a lot like
Mickey Mantle and Willie Mays,
only better!”
-Drew Andresen, Andresen Digital



s i xt y 
n inth 
street
w e s t

S I X T Y  N I N T H  S T R E E T  W E S T  -  C E R A M I C  D E S I G N  S T U D I O





“These guys have
forgotten more than
you’ll ever know.”*

- Tony Manzella, Echelon Color

*Tony may be right, and we’re pretty sure we know why...





RHINO MOVIE MUSIC/
TURNER CLASSIC MOVIE MUSIC

SOUNDTRACK
COLLECTION
In 1995, Rhino Records acquired the rights to release a collection 

of soundtracks drawing upon a library of classic films from the 

M-G-M, Warner Bros. and RKO studios, including some of the most

important and beloved movies in Hollywood history. Our complete

design solution for the series included a label identity, consistent

branding for packaging, unique promo pieces, and point-of-purchase

materials. The result is a critically-acclaimed collection of over 50

titles that set the standard for classic motion picture soundtracks.
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The Wizard Of Oz Deluxe Edition









“Each with a brilliant eye
for unique and effective
design, Jeff Smith and
Al Quattrocchi have
taught me to embrace
the positive value of
negative space.”
– Marilee Bradford, The Film Music Society







SAMUEL GOLDWYN COMPANY   

BIGNIGHT
Stanley Tucci’s film, the story of two brothers who own

a struggling gourmet Italian restaurant in competition

with a successful spaghetti house across the street,

was a big hit with audiences and critics alike.

Working with limited unit photography and a small

budget, we searched for a way to convey the humor,

conflict, and romance of the film. The final key art was

composed of a background photo, stills of the actors,

and a special shoot of the film’s other star: the food.

Buon appetito!
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“Tornado is anF5on the design scale. Behind the scenes, a whirlwind of activity, leaving a wide range of beautiful work in its wake.” 
–Tommy Steele

Creative Director & Author



“Tornado is anF5on the design scale. Behind the scenes, a whirlwind of activity, leaving a wide range of beautiful work in its wake.” 
–Tommy Steele

Creative Director & Author



RHINO RECORDS

SUPERFLY
DELUXE EDITION
To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the film Superfly,

Rhino commissioned Tornado to design a reissue of the

film’s groundbreaking soundtrack by Curtis Mayfield. 

The 2-CD set reproduces the original LP’s die-cut 

cover and groovy logo by type legend Ed Benguiat. 

Combining the film’s original ’70s style with a modern

sensibility, we strove to make the package a reflection 

of Mayfield’s timeless, socially-conscious lyrics.
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We designed this promo pit crew shirt for
all of our clients at the time. Every shirt
had a client’s nick name embroidered on it.
Each shirt was folded and packed into a
sealed custom designed oil can. Can
openers were not included.





“Besides their obvious charm, amazing
good looks, and prowess on the basketball
court, Jeff and Al have always been 
top-notch professionals to work with too.
We started working together over 14
years ago, and not only have they always
brought fresh ideas, hard work, and great
value to my projects, they’ve bailed me
out of tough situations more than once as
well! I look forward to the next 20 years
of working together, and really appreciate
having you guys as friends too.” 
- Herb Agner, Universal Music Enterprises







U.S. Weather Report (UPI):

LOS ANGELES, California, July 7th, 1997.

Tornado struck East of downtown Culver City 

today near historic Helms Bakery. 

No casualties reported. 

Vortex mysteriously vanished into structure 

at corner of Venice Blvd. and Vera Ave.





1997 Grammy Award Winner

Best Recording Package

OUR 
FIFTEEN
MINUTES.
As you can tell by the look on our

faces onstage at Radio City Music Hall,

we were surprised as anyone when our

package for an obscure niche record,

Titanic: Music As Heard On The Fateful

Voyage, scored a Grammy® for Best

Package.  We shared the art direction

credit with our cohort Hugh Brown.





[ ]
Strange but true.

During the live broadcast of the 40th Annual Grammy Awards at Radio City Music Hall,

performance artist Michael Portnoy dances on stage during Bob Dylan’s performance 

with the words “SOY BOMB” mysteriously scrawled on his chest. Al and Jeff witness the event

from their seats in the audience after receiving their Grammys during the pre-telecast. 

Ten years later, after months of doctor visits and blood tests, Al discovers he has 

a severe allergy to, none other than... SOY. Can anyone say, Twilight Zone?

the chemical formula for soy





20TH CENTURY FOX 

THETHINREDLINE
Terrence Malick’s gripping WWII epic called for a promo piece that would portray

both the beauty and the horror of the film. With this in mind, we created a 

screening invitation and 80-page book featuring portraits of each character

reproduced on vellum. Ghosted images and sepias contrast with the stunning color

unit photography. Handwritten text conveys the feel of a soldier’s field journal. 
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OKTOBERFEST
PARTY 
To thank our clients for a great year in 1998,

Tornado hosted an Oktoberfest celebration.

Invites featuring instructions on the infamous

“Chicken Dance” were sent out encouraging

guests to come “sing and schunkel.” Enclosed

with each invite was a screen-printed coaster.

Polka music filled the air, brats and knockwurst

roasted on the grill, and ice cold keg beer

washed down the pretzels and peanuts. Each

guest left with a full stomach and an official

Tornado pint glass. Prost!







“True talent, indisputable creative and
unfaltering integrity, is what makes
Tornado Design a world class leader.
Jeff and Al have fostered a reputation
based on their dedication, vision and
genuine respect for their craft and
their clients. It has been an honor and
a gift having worked with them. I have
no doubt they will not only leave a
legacy, but a distinguished mark in the
design world. My sincerest thanks to
the both of you, and Happy 20th!”
- Tiffany Iino, Disney ABC Network Group
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TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

ANNA AND 
THE KING
Anna And The King was shot in Thailand, famous for its overwhelming

beauty. Inspired by a lotus blossom, our press kit design folds by

overlapping and interlocking each section on top of the next. 

Wrapped in metallic gold textile patterns, the “flower” blooms 

revealing a world rich with color, texture, and exotic imagery.







“To quote the Brooklyn alphabet, Jeff and Al are fucking A-list guys!”

–Ron Slenzak, Photographer







“Whenever I need
something wacky,
inspired, professional,
off-beat and of the 
top quality I turn to
Tornado to do an
incredible job.”
–Richard Kraft, Kraft-Engel Management*

*The only client wacky and inspired enough to have us design a custom barf bag.
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RHINO RECORDS

VOICES
OF THE
SHOAH:
REMEMBRANCES OF
THE HOLOCAUST
This historic collection is the first-ever audio

documentary of the Holocaust as told by survivors

and witnesses interviewed in North America and

England. The powerful stories gathered here 

testify to the horrors of the Shoah as well as 

the immeasurable strength of the human spirit. 

The collection includes a 100-page hardcover book

with transcripts of the audio selections, historic

photos, biographies, a comprehensive time line,

explanatory essays, maps, and a glossary. 

Our design objective was to bring order and clarity 

to a vast amount of information, creating an

accessible educational tool that respects the

emotional content.















“I had the great fortune to be Jeff’s college
roommate, thereby being introduced to an
incredible array of art, music and culture that
otherwise might have passed me by. Our friendship
matriculated with with his and Al’s launch of
Tornado Design and I’ve had the continued great
fortune to work with the dynamic duo on several
occasions. They’ve created award-winning logo 
and brand work for my company as well as imaged
a variety of projects for various broadcast and
cable television projects that I’ve been involved
with. Don’t let their casual demeanor obfuscate 
the dynamic energy and vigilance they bring to
making their work anything less than superlative.
Aside from that, they’re two super-cool dudes.
Love those guys and love Tornado Design!”
– Kim Rozenfeld, Sony Pictures Television and Half Full Entertainment
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QUINCY JONES/RHINO RECORDS

Q: THEMUSICAL
BIOGRAPHYOF
QUINCYJONES
How do you visually represent a career that spans five

decades, includes collaborations with hundreds of artists 

and performers, and crosses multiple musical genres? 

You do your homework. Well aware of Quincy’s passion 

for detail, we spent weeks sorting through his archives,

photographs and memorabilia, and then combed thru the

liner notes to find the best location for over 200 images. 

A muted color palette and timeless typography complete 

the sophisticated look.











“I have long held the belief that finding
joy in our work is the secret to life.
Anyone can find joy in the love of
family, or in the love of a soul mate 
or even in the love in a hard fought
game of hoops. But to find joy in the
everyday workings of the thing you 
do to make a living; therein lies the
secret to a good and successful life.  

Anyone who has spent even five
minutes with Al and Jeff can recognize
the look on their faces and the glint 
in their eye when they’re talking about
an idea, a photograph or an obtuse 
line across a blank page as one of 
pure and unequivocal joy.  

As a long time friend and admirer of
their work I congratulate Al and Jeff
on 20 years of joy and wish them no
less than 20 more.”
– Bobby Moresco, Academy Award-Winning screenwriter for Crash



“This is the best
toffee in the world”
–Al’s Mom





HBO

U.S. COMEDY
ARTS FESTIVAL
We launched our relationship with HBO by creating a new identity for their Aspen, Colorado,

comedy festival. They were so happy with the new branding that for the next three years

Tornado created all the print materials for the event, including program guide, posters, ads,

direct mail, banners, signage, and more.
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“Tornado Design: Like their namesake, 
Al and Jeff’s design work is fast-moving,
powerful and forceful.

Unlike their namesake they don't go in 
circles, they have unusually sunny
dispositions, (even after multiple client
changes), and most importantly, if your
office happens to be in a trailer park 
you can still have them over without fear
of devastation. Speaking from personal
experience, working with a real tornado
never got anyone a Grammy®.”
– Hugh Brown, Creative Director, Photographer & Artist



TH E VE RY BE S T OF



In 2002, in one of the shortest moves in history,

Tornado relocated across Venice Boulevard to a 

new home inside the historic Helms Bakery building. 

After schlepping our stuff across the street, we got

right back to work trying to make some bread.





Von Dutch: An American Original, an exhibition of the artistic works of Kenneth Howard, opened at the

California State University Northridge Art Gallery on September 3, 2002, and traveled to Cal State Fullerton’s

Grand Central Art Center in January 2003. The first and only solo Von Dutch exhibition of its kind, along with

a tribute show of contemporary artists entitled Dutched!, was curated by Al Quattrocchi, Jeff Smith, and

Aaron Kahan of Tornado Design, and Douglas Nason and Greg Escalante of Copro/Nason Fine Art Galleries. 

In addition to organizing the show, Tornado also designed all accompanying materials: exhibition signage,

poster, gallery guide, invitation, and more.

VONDUTCH
EXHIBITION



Von Dutch’s brush box, originally handed down by his father, sold for $310,500 at the Brucker Collection auction in 2006.





Left: Jeff, Al and Aaron pictured with
Louise Lewis of CSUN in front of the
custom exhibition sign created by

talented artist and pinstriper Jimmy C.

Right: Greg Escalante and Doug Nason 
at the opening with Von Dutch’s sister, 

Virginia Howard Reyes.

Left: Al visits with the late Barry
Feinstein at his home in Woodstock, NY.
The famed photographer graciously
allowed us to use his iconic images of
Kenneth Howard for the exhibition,

poster, and later the cover of our book,
The Art of Von Dutch.

Right: Aaron hangs out with the rest of
the Burbank Choppers at the opening.



“...Hopefully you can come to the West Coast to see this show — it is a show
not to be missed. I don’t think even the organizers of this exhibition 
fully understand his significance. Kenny Howard (AKA Von Dutch) was 
the consummate backyard hot-rod artist, and he was gifted with an
imagination that can only be compared with a ‘runaway train’.... ”

– Robert Williams in Juxtapoz Magazine
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SHOUT! FACTORY / DREAMWORKS

FREAKS
AND GEEKS
Over 35,000 TV viewers petition for the DVD release of a series that only ran one

season. That’s devotion. We tapped into our own high school memories to craft both

a commercial release and a deluxe yearbook package for hardcore fans. Collaborating

extensively with show creators Paul Feig and Judd Apatow allowed us to infuse the

package with loving detail. Did we forget to say this show rocks?



“Tornado Design did an amazing job on our Freaks and Geeks
and Undeclared DVD packaging. The Freaks and Geeks deluxe
yearbook edition is gorgeous – my favorite of all the DVDs 
I have ever been involved with.”
–Judd Apatow







A Tornado self-promo logo that pays tribute to Mattel’s contribution to custom car culture.





SHOUT! FACTORY

LENNY
BRUCE:
LET THE
BUYER
BEWARE 
Blacklisted by the establishment, Lenny Bruce

(1925–1966) was a brilliant, outspoken satirist

unafraid to speak about such then-taboo

topics as sex, race, religion, and politics. 

We knew this package worked when people

tried to peel off the “duct tape” printed in 

a spot metallic ink. Their effort to uncover 

the comic genius was richly rewarded once

they explored the revealing 80-page book 

and 6 CDs of recordings beneath the cover.
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50TH ANNIVERSARY

FourTops Anthology









“A moment of levity during the Los Lobos
photoshoot for The Ride in 2004 at El Mirage.
If I remember correctly, Jeff and Aaron are
practicing their solo mime routines for 
the AIGA ‘Dance Off.’ Al and I are 
(as usual) getting in the way and 
offering suggestions.” 
–Coco Shinomiya (aka Monster X)





The AIGA, The Professional Association for Design, asked us to create an image to represent 
the Packaging category for their Grown in California design competition in 2004.



An identity for AIGA’s 2005 Members’ Blast party 
at the historic Brown Derby building in Los Feliz.
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WALTER N. MARKS, INC.

HELMS BAKERYMUSEUM
A world-renowned bakery that made history as well as baked goods, the Helms Bakery was a 

defining part of Southern California culture from 1931 until 1969. Home of the official bread of the

1932 Olympics and the first bread on the moon, the historic building has been converted into retail

and commercial space, not to mention the home of Tornado Design. We delved into the Helms

archives to design a 50-foot curved wall featuring historic photos, ephemera, and informative text. 

An authentic 1948 Helms coach and looping period films are also included in the installation.

The Helms Bakery Museum is located
within the H.D. Buttercup furniture store
downstairs from our office. Stop by and
soak up some local history.











“I've worked with Tornado for over 14 years
now — first at Rhino and for the last nine
years at Shout! Factory. They continue to
be our ‘go to’ designers. They do top quality
work in diverse styles and mediums — and
are as comfortable with a ’50s look as with
a completely modern, timeless approach.
They are extremely committed to what 
they do and their attention to detail is
consistently excellent.”
- Garson Foos, Shout! Factory





A sculpture Jeff created in 2005 for a skateboard deck
silent auction benefitting AIGA Los Angeles.
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RHINO RECORDS

THAT’S
ENTERTAINMENT!
BOX SET
The ultimate anthology of classic performances from 

M-G-M’s golden era musicals. We selected over 400 images

for the package, including each film’s poster art, stills, and

behind-the-scenes photos, to make this collectible package 

a feast for the eyes as well as the ears.

You know you’ve been around a while when the jobs start 

to repeat on you. When the original box set we designed in

1995 went out of print, Rhino had us revisit and freshen up

the package for a new audience.



“When L.B. Mayer ran M-G-M in its golden days, his studio motto was ‘Do it Big, Do it Right, and Give it Class!’ 

I think L.B. must have been smiling down from heaven when Jeff and Al took on the Herculean task of

packaging the studio’s great movie music in compact disc form. They did it big, they did it right, and they

gave everything class. . .right down to the face labels! Happy Anniversary!”

–George Feltenstein, Warner Bros.







FAIRLANE EXHIBIT CO.

IDENTITY&
CAPABILITIES
BROCHURE
This brochure for a seasoned trade show booth 

design-and-build studio stressed the company’s 

state-of-the-art capabilities combined with old school

customer service. The owner’s love of custom cars and

‘50s culture informed the feel of the piece, as well as

the redesign of their logo.
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“I don’t know why they’re called Tornado.
They’re fantastically fun, helpful, constructive, creative, and
deliver the goods — which is not very tornadish if you ask me.
Maybe they want to be dark and mysterious? Ok, I’ll give them
that. Tornado Design — fonts of creativity on-demand AND, 
by the way, also super dark and mysterious.”
-Lauren McMahon, HBO









UME /MOTOWN/HIP-O

THECOMPLETEMOTOWN
SINGLES COLLECTION
Berry Gordy’s hit factory, propelled by the blazing beat of infamous house band the Funk Brothers, 

provided the soundtrack for the Sixties and beyond. We’ve designed numerous releases chronicling the

history of Motown, including The Complete Motown Singles, which documents every single released, 

year-by-year, in a series of 15 multi-disc sets, each featuring a repro vinyl 45 single slipped into the cover.
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“Congratulatations to Al, Jeff and the Tornado
crew on their 20th Anniversary! Both Al and 
Jeff have been true angels to our program 
here at CSU Northridge. I know they studied 
and graduated from Art Center and UCLA,
respectively, but they have not only taken on
CSUN interns year after year, they’ve also hired
CSUN graduates! More importantly, they’ve been
committed to helping our students be the very
best they can be in the field of graphic design 
by visiting us as guest speakers, conducting
workshops, and Al even entertained us as a
professor for a semester...until the drive into 
the valley nearly gave him an ulcer. So, now you
know one of the reasons their business has been
so successful: with Al’s insane, manic personality
and business prowess, along with Jeff’s calm,
cool, collected thoroughness, thoughtfulness 
and vision...it's a match made in design heaven!

We at CSUN are especially grateful for Jeff 
and Al’s commitment toward nurturing young
minds. On behalf of CSU Northridge and the 
Art Department, I want to congratulate both 
of them on their continued success.”

– Dave Moon, Director, CSUN, The Center for Visual Communication
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WILLIAM H. HANNON FOUNDATION / LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY

WILLIAM H. HANNON
A MAN AND HIS LEGACY
The Hannon Foundation called on us to create a keepsake book 

celebrating their founder on the occasion of a new library 

dedication at the LMU campus.













We conceptualized and curated an exhibition at the Helms Bakery to showcase our friend Daniel Cytrynowicz’ Lamp-In-A-Box product, enlisting over 85 artists to create original lamp shade artwork. A portion of all sales benefited the good work at Inner-City Arts.



We conceptualized and curated an exhibition at the Helms Bakery to showcase our friend Daniel Cytrynowicz’ Lamp-In-A-Box product, enlisting over 85 artists to create original lamp shade artwork. A portion of all sales benefited the good work at Inner-City Arts.



LAMP-IN-A-BOX

RETAIL BOX
&CATALOGS
These affordable, modern lamps have custom

printed shades and come in an ingenious box,

making them a perfect gift item. The catalogs

we designed clearly display the ever-expanding

collection of artwork available to choose from.
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BURNING TORCH

BRANDING, WEBSITE
& LOOKBOOKS
Since 2005 we’ve helped craft all communications for Karyn Craven’s progressive 

fashion brand, Burning Torch, including seasonal look books, online presence and store, 

and the recent launch of their flagship boutique on Abbot Kinney in Venice.
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“Working with the Tornado team 

is truly an inspiring experience!

While bringing a unique and

creative vision to the process, 

they always capture the essence 

of our brand. Congrats on your

20th anniversary... Keep rocking!”

–Karyn Craven, Burning Torch











“Al and Jeff designed my production company logo
– Long Run Productions – and they did an amazing
job. They listened carefully to what I wanted it to
convey in mood and tone...and they nailed it!”
– Francie Calfo, Long Run Productions







Celebrating Our 80th Birthday: 1931-2011

The
Celebrating Our 80th Birthday: 1931-2011

The



“In working with Jeff and Al, I conjure a smile and good fun.
You both bring such authenticity and good design to every
project I present to you. I am lucky, and the legacy of the
Helms Bakery is superbly fortunate, to have Tornado Design
on-board. Toot – toot..”

- Walter Marks III, Walter N. Marks Realty







LOUISE’S TRATTORIA

BRANDING,
MENUS,WEBSITE 
&ADVERTISING 
We were approached by Louise’s Trattoria in 2008 to work on their 

30th Anniversary campaign. The relationship grew as we ushered 

them through a rebranding, site relaunch, menu redesign, and more. 

What has emerged is a reinvigorated brand with a fresher look and 

cohesive communications.
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There’s absolutely nothing regular about these guys.

In fact, they’re some of the most extraordinarily gifted

people we’ve ever met. We’ve just had the great fortune

of having them as repeat customers for many years.

We’re honored every time.





MASYMAS
You don’t always get to work with one of your favorite

bands, but sometimes you do. Over and over again.







- Louie Perez, Los Lobos



2001 Grammy Award Nominee

Best Boxed Recording Package





ABRITWITHWIT
Legendary songwriter and performer Richard Thompson is a class act. An insightful poet, 

a singular voice, and a true master of the guitar. Our ears perk up every time he calls.





“I’ve worked with Al and Jeff on about eight projects now, and
keep coming back for more! They never fail to deliver beautiful
work, the feedback I get on packaging is tremendous, not to
mention they are the nicest people to work with. Tornado, 
I salute you! Here’s to the next 20, and multiples thereof...”

– Richard Thompson



Joking around on the
set of The Old Kit Bag

Photo by Ron Slenzak







STRAIGHT
SHOOTER

The best thing about working with 

the multi-talented and insightful 

Ry Cooder is simply getting to spend

time with a master storyteller.

Collaborating on the artwork to match

his vision is just icing on the cake.









“It’s a special gift to work with a team
who can take the tiniest seed of an idea
or a vague sketch of an abstract concept
and not just articulate it – but render
something that feels like a refined giant
step in your own thinking. Al and Jeff
have a command of not just their craft,
but a deep intuitiveness and sensitivity
that confirms their commitment to each
client and each project. That’s what fully
engaged collaboration should feel like
and that’s what they bring – every time.”
- Lynell George





OL’BLUEEYES
Tornado has been entrusted time and again with carrying forward the valuable legacy of

“The Chairman of the Board.” From his estate’s official logo to the expansive box set

documenting his film music. From swingin’ DVDs of him and his pals to the greatest hits

package which included a commemorative U.S. postage stamp.





“Counting the ways I love Tornado Design and the list is long... Having worked closely

with Jeff, Al and their team on numerous Sinatra projects, the Ry Cooder Anthology,

and a range of other deluxe box sets and packages, I’ve come to know them not only as

immensely talented art directors, but lovely people who build wonderful relationships

with everyone they work with, including artists and managers of all stripes. But, in the

end, it’s their on-the-money, gorgeous art direction and design that keeps those of us

that have worked with them coming back for more.” 

–Maria McKenna





IDENTITY 
CRISIS
HOTLINE:
(310)202-1020









THINKING  
INSIDE 
THEBOX
While some people these days don’t seem to care if

their music even comes in a package, we still love to

wrap it up in a big ol’ boxed set and throw in a free

coffee table book. Go ahead, call us old-fashioned.





LEGENDARY PERFORMERS



Sometimes we get labeled as being a little “retro” – maybe that’s because 

we are often asked to repackage classic performances by some of the most

popular entertainers of all time. We just like filling your shelves with great stuff.LEGENDARY PERFORMERS



WEBSIGHTS
We’ve enjoyed helping many companies find an attractive, intuitive solution for

their home on the internet. If you’d like to pay them a visit, check the websites

section in our Portfolio at www.tornadodesign.la





“Best of luck with your future projects. In my years as buyer for the
store there were exceptional projects and books that I felt proud to
have brought in and sold to customers eager for quality merchandise. 
I can say quite honestly that ALL your books were a big part of that.”

– Tony Edwards

ALWAYS
JUDGE 
ABOOK
BY ITS
COVER.





NIGHT OF
THETIKI
2001

By Douglas A. Nason

Designed by Tornado Design

Published by Last Gasp







“These days, anyone with a
computer and some free fonts
downloaded from the internet
considers himself a designer. 
That’s why I was excited to work
with Tornado, because I wanted 
to work with real designers, 
people who knew what they 
were doing. The book turned 
out beautifully. The attention to
detail and the graphic ideas that 
Al and Jeff contributed made 
the book a real standout.”
-Josh Agle aka Shag



RATFINK:
THEARTOF
ED“BIGDADDY”ROTH

2003

By Douglas Nason & Greg Escalante

Designed by Tornado Design

Published by Last Gasp









THEARTOFVONDUTCH
2006

Compiled by 

Aaron Kahan, Douglas Nason, 

Al Quattrocchi & Jeff Smith

Designed & Published by 

Tornado Design





“...I don’t know that I have ever seen a book in this industry that is so                 artfully, thoughtfully, and creatively laid out. Just from a design
perspective, this book is brilliantly done and that is pretty hard to pull off when the primary subject is art itself. It’s art covering art.”

–Ryan Cochran, The Jalopy Journal

“...I don’t know that I have
ever seen a book in this
industry that is so artfully,
thoughtfully, and creatively
laid out. Just from a design
perspective, this book is
brilliantly done and that is
pretty hard to pull off when
the primary subject is art
itself. It’s art covering art.”

– Ryan Cochran, The Jalopy Journal



“...I don’t know that I have ever seen a book in this industry that is so                 artfully, thoughtfully, and creatively laid out. Just from a design
perspective, this book is brilliantly done and that is pretty hard to pull off when the primary subject is art itself. It’s art covering art.”

–Ryan Cochran, The Jalopy Journal



RAT FINK’S
REVENGE:
THE CUSTOM 
MONSTER COLLECTION
2007

Compiled by David Chodosh

with Ken Morgan and Michael Polis

Designed & Published by Tornado Design















I’ve had a lifelong passion

for working in ceramics,

creating both functional

pieces and purely sculptural

forms such as these. 

If I’m ever able to retire, 

I hope to spend more time

getting my hands dirty.

-Jeff



We have always tried to check our egos at the door

and concentrate on nurturing a team environment.

We’ve had a bunch of truly great people work with us

over the years, including so many interns we can’t

possibly remember them all. We appreciate the

individual contribution made by every one of them.

Being a part of the Tornado family has enriched 

our lives and forged lasting friendships.

Thanks for being on the crew!

ASPECIAL
THANKSFOR
LENDINGA
HAND.

-Al &Jeff



Satomi
Tanaka

Amanda
Smith

Mikako
Ito

Dave
Jones

Tritia
Chang

Rowena
Sim

Elisabeth
Perez

Lynn
Bender

Aaron
Kahan



Academy of Interactive Arts & Sciences

Anderson Printing

Apatow Productions

American Pavilion

Berman, Berman & Berman, LLC

BMG

Burning Torch

Capitol Records

Columbia Pictures

Concord Records

Cooking Vinyl

Copro/Nason Gallery

Discovery Channel

Disney/ABC Network Group

D.P. Builders, Inc.

E! Entertainment

EMI Music Marketing

Eye To Eye

Fairlane Exhibit Company

The Film Music Society

First Artists Management

Fog City Stables

Fox Broadcasting Corporation

Fox Sports

Good Samaritan Hospital

Hästens Beds

HBO

Helms Bakery

Hip-O Records

Hi-Res Music

Hollywood Records

Howard Gordon

IMAX

Jenni Kayne

Jimmy Kimmel Live

Kraft-Engel Management

La Dijonaise Café et Boulangerie

Last Gasp Publishing

Lisa Gimmy Landscape Design

Los Angeles County Museum of Art

Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust

Louise’s Trattoria

Loyola Marymount University

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

MId-Pacific Medical Group

Mocean

Motown 

Museum of Neon Art

Nonesuch Records

One Leg Up Dog Training

Paramount 

Petersen Automotive Museum

Play Mountain Place

Quincy Jones Music Publishing

Rainbow Acres

Rhino Records

Samuel Goldwyn Company

Shout! Factory

Time-Life

Turner Classic Movies Music

Turner Network Television

Twentieth Century Fox

UCLA Athletic Department

Universal Music Group

UpperVSports

U.S. Comedy Arts Festival

Vangelos Management

Venice Family Clinic

Walter N. Marks Realty

Warner Bros. 

WonderWorld Entertainment

Windham Hill Records

Yosemite Springs

Z-Barten Productions

And many, many more...

THANKSFOR
THEWORK.
After all, where would we be without the opportunity to collaborate with all these cool clients, from A to Z:





We would like to dedicate this book to the late and great 

Raymond Wood
close friend, mentor, and logo master.

1940 - 2005
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